Despite the wonders of the human brain, which we are far from understanding, it does not appear to have a convenient way to grow processing capacity while we can achieve that objective with our artificial computers by adding memory or adding processors. This is not to say that adding more conventional computing devices necessarily produces an increase in effective computing, for particular computing tasks. One has only to remember Fred Brooks' Mythical Man Month c to recall this also applies to programming and the rate at which "finished" code can be produced. Adding more programmers does not necessarily produce more or better code. It might even produce worse code for lack of coordination and Brooks actually draws attention to this phenomenon.
Still, there appears to be a growing sense that computing may in fact benefit from adopting unconventional computational paradigms. The so-called neural chips, such as IBM's TrueNorth, d are indicative of this interesting trend as is the rapidly evolving exploration of quantum computing. Adding more state by adding more neural nodes and interconnections seems to improve the scope and accuracy of pattern recognition for example. One then begins to wonder whether there might be utility in combining neural computing with conventional computing to achieve something that neither might be very good at alone. This reminds me of work done by my thesis advisor, Gerald Estrin, in the mid-1950s and early 1960s on what he called "Fixed plus Variable" computing. e In these designs, a general-purpose computer was combined with a variable structure computer that, like today's Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), could be adapted to special purpose computations. As I understood Estrin's work, this idea also extended to combining analog and digital computation in which the former achieved approximate solutions that could be refined further by digital methods. These ideas lead me to wonder whether, in the context of today's very flexible and scalable cloud computing environment, one might find ways to harness a variety of computing methods, including neural networks, conventional scalar and vector processing, graphical processors and perhaps even analog or quantum processing to solve various special sorts of problems. Assuming for a moment that any of this actually makes any sense, one is struck by the challenge of organizing the aggregate computation so that the results are reproducible, the appropriate intermediate results reach the right next computing step, and there is an ability to expand and contract the computing element requirements to match need might be preserved.
I hope readers who are far more experienced than I am in the design of complex computing systems may take time to voice their opinions about these ideas. In their book, Denning and Martell dive deeply into the importance of design in all aspects of computing. Without adherence to serious and deep design principles and attention to systems engineering, the usability and utility of computing systems of all kinds suffers. The Internet design adopted a variety of tactics including layering, information hiding and loose coupling, to achieve a scalable and evolvable system. There were only 400 computers on the Internet in 1983 and today there are billions of them. Design and systems engineering should have priority places in the curriculum of computer science. They are the beginning of everything and, in some sense, the end as well.
